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The Newswire makes its annual en-
dorsement for the SGA executive 
election.
Staff  Writer Allison Wisyanski 
recaps the 2015 Grammy Awards 
and its controversies.
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2015 SGA executive elections
Xavier joins a growing number 
of  colleges in the United States as 
the first Midwestern and private 
university to include 3D printers 
on campus.
The Makerbot Innovation 
Center, working with the new 
Center for Innovation, now in-
cludes 31 Makerbot Replicator 
3D Printers, including three 
Makerbot Z18 printers, three 
Makerbot Mini printers and three 
Makerbot Digitizers.
These readily available print-
ers allow students to encounter 
a new technology that has been 
increasingly implemented in the 
workplace as a means for con-
structing prototypes and prod-
ucts in a more cost-efficient 
way.  The convenience of  these 
printers also allows students the 
chance to work closely with re-
searchers and entrepreneurs to 
innovate and create.  
Specific courses offered 
at Xavier already employ the 
printers in the syllabus. The 
Introduction to Making course, 
taught by Dr. Gary Lewandowski, 
cooperates with a marketing class 
to promote products developed 
by the printer.  
“Having 3D printers on cam-
pus will help our students be 
ready for a future in which cre-
ating will be a daily part of  their 
work and in which they will be 
creating their own products and 
their own jobs,” Lewandowski 
said in an email.
Students will also use printers 
in STEM enrichment activities 
that are conducted by the Noyce 
Teacher Scholarship program, a 
five-year program focusing on 
service-centered implementation 
of  science, math and technolo-
gy.  STEM activities will work in 
conjunction with Breakthrough 
Cincinnati, which expands edu-
cational opportunities for middle 
school students.
The printers will be benefi-
cial for students across a diverse 
number of  disciplines, including 
physics, Montessori education 
and theater.
Senior Alana Yurczyk had the 
opportunity to put this technol-
ogy to the test and printed her 
set designs using the 3D printer. 
Yurczyk and Dave Zlatic, the tech-
nical director of  the Gallagher 
Student Center Theatre, worked 
with the technology for almost 
20 hours over two days, learning 
how to use the MakerBot system 
and the printers.
“Now that I know the technol-
ogy pretty well and understand 
the process, I anticipate it not 
taking that long again,” Yurczyk 
said. “This is a huge contrast to 
the way I have done scale models 
for set designs in the past. I made 
these out of  foam poster board 
and cardstock paper and they 
would take about 25 hours of  la-
bor. Since I couldn’t do anything 
else during the time I was making 
these, the prospect of  being able 
to simply print out these items is 
really amazing.”
With more innovative studies 
on campus, these printers will 
give students the chance to apply 
their creativity and ready them for 
innovating in the workplace.
The printers will also be avail-
able to outside businesses and 
community members.  
“We hope (the printers) will 
become a resource for our uni-
versity community and the com-
munities in which we participate,” 
Lewandowski said. “We would 
like to be good partners with our 
neighbors, helping translate ideas 
into reality.”
BY JESS  LARKIN
Copy Editor
How to vote:
Visit xavier.edu/election between 
8 a.m. on Feb. 11 and 4 p.m. on 
Feb. 12. The winning ticket will 
be announced on Feb. 12 and will 
serve as Xavier’s student govern-
ment executives through Dec. 31.
AFJ SGA presidential candidate, 
sophomore Andrew Redd
JMJ SGA presidential candidate, 
junior Jake HaigisNewswire photos by Andrew Koch
Newswire Campus News Editor Meredith 
Francis (center) moderated a debate 







•	 More food options
•	 Partnership with 
Lyft/Uber
The university recently purchased 31 3D printers in order to more easily and cheaply produce plastic models.
Photo courtesy of Alana Yurczyk
Xavier buys host of 3D printers
Friday, Feb. 13
All-for-One Night, 10 p.m., 
Hoff Dining Commons
Saturday, Feb. 14
Men’s B-ball vs. St. John’s, 
12:30 p.m., Cintas Center
Indoor Ice Rink, 5-8 p.m., 
O’Connor Sports Center
Monday, Feb. 16
Xavier Trivia Night, 7 p.m., 
Ryan’s Pub
Wednesday, Feb. 18
Men’s B-ball vs. Cincinnati 
Viewing Party, 7 p.m., GSC
Friday, Feb. 20
Pep Rally, 6 p.m., GSC
1831 Week Dance, 9 p.m., 
Cintas Center Banquet 
Room
Saturday, Feb. 21
Men’s B-ball vs. Butler, 
1 p.m., Cintas Center
See website for the full schedule.
Schedule
Photo courtesy of xavier.edu
Platform highlights:
See ticket’s Facebook 
page for full platform.
See ticket’s Facebook 





- Paid Advertisement - 
Edited by: Lydia Rogers
       rogersl2@xavier.edu
The Xavier community mourn-
ed the loss of  economics professor 
and former Williams College of  
Business (WCB) Dean Dr. Michael 
Webb.  Webb died on Feb. 1 at age 
62 after a prolonged battle with 
cancer.
Originally from Texas, Webb 
taught at the University of  
Kentucky before coming to 
Xavier in 1997. After serving 
as the WCB Dean from 1997 to 
2003, he worked as the chair of  
Xavier’s economics department 
before stepping down in 2010 for 
health reasons.
According to Associate 
Professor of  economics Dr. 
Hasan Faruq, Webb taught cours-
es in  micro/macroeconomics, in-
ternational business and develop-
ment and manegerial economics, 
among others, at Xavier.
Webb also played a role in as-
sessing the WCB’s academic goals 
and developing the First Year 
Seminar for incoming first-years, 
according to assistant professors 
of  economics Drs. Matthew and 
Bree Lang.  Xavier will implement 
the First Year Seminars starting 
Fall 2015.
Faculty remember Webb for 
his positive attitude, his com-
mitment to his stu-
dents, his friendly 
demeanor, his wis-
dom and his will-
ingness to advise 
other professors.
“Mike was the 
most optimistic 
person I’ve ever 
met,” Bree Lang 
said.  “During Fall 
2014, Mike fell (and) 
broke a bone in his 
back.  He asked 
me to fill in while 
he healed and he 
told me over email 
that he expected to 
be back in about a 
week.  I didn’t be-
lieve him (he had 
a broken back) 
and I told his class 
that he probably 
wouldn’t be back 
for a while.” 
“I taught the 
class for a week 
and the following 
weekend, he sent 
me an email saying 
that he was ready to 
teach on Monday 
and he felt great. 
I was shocked. 
The next day I saw him scoot-
ing through the department 
with his cane.  He was ecstatic 
to be back and had 
as much energy as 
ever.  That optimism 
was contagious.  He 
made Xavier a hap-
pier and better place 
to work,” Bree Lang 
said.
According to 
Faruq, Webb often 
used his experienc-
es and his interests 
to make econom-
ics more relatable to 
students.
“One incident 
I can think of  (re-
garding Webb) took 
place when I first 
started teaching in-
ternational business 
at Xavier,” Faruq 
said in an email.  “I 
wanted to learn 
about the best way to 
teach students about 
cultural differences. 
Since this was a new 
course for me and 
Dr. Webb had taught 
the class before, I 
asked him for ad-
vice. Dr. Webb sug-
gested that I show 
the movie ‘Borat’ to 
my students.  He was joking of  
BY JUSTIN WORTHING
Staff  Writer
Xavier mourns loss of professor
course, but he then went online 
and looked up some good ex-
amples for my class.”
“I still use some of  these 
examples in my classes today. 
When my students seem to like 
the examples provided by Dr. 
Webb, I am reminded of  how 
willing he was to share his ex-
periences with his colleagues 
and how much he cared about 
using real world examples in 
class for our students,” Faruq 
said.
“David Yi said at his memo-
rial service last week that he 
was ‘wise,’” Matthew Lang said. 
“That is so true.  I always felt that 
when something important came 
up, I always wondered, ‘what does 
Mike think?’ … I feel he repre-
sents what academia should be. 
Ultimately, everyone who knew 
him, knew him as a smart, genu-
inely good guy.”
“If  I can grow into the type 
of  educator that he was, I’ll be 
happy with my career,” Bree 
said.
Webb is survived by his wife, 
Dr. Shelly Webb, and his sons, 
Brennan and Matthew Webb. 
A service was held in his honor 
on the morning of  Feb. 4 at 
Anderson Hills United Methodist 
Church.
Photo courtesy of legacy.com
The Xavier community mourns the death of Dr. Michael Webb.





Campus NewsEdited by: Lydia Rogers       rogersl2@xavier.edu
HIV/AIDS testing has be-
come more accessible to Xavier 
students in recent months thanks 
to the Pi Upsilon chapter of  the 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.. 
At 6 p.m. on Feb. 11, the so-
rority hosts free HIV/AIDS 
testing in the Conaton Learning 
Commons (CLC), room 412.
The Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus (HIV) is a virus that causes 
Acquired Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome (AIDS), in which im-
mune system failure allows life-
threatening infections and cancers 
to develop.
“We love bringing this program 
to Xavier,” Marquetta Monroe, pres-
ident of  Xavier’s chapter, said. “It’s 
one of  our favorite events to host.” 
The university’s Sigma Gamma 
Rho chapter hosted one event last 
semester related to the awareness 
and prevention of  HIV. The event 
was so popular that the sorority 
ran out of  tests. 
“It’s important for this issue to 
become part of  the common dia-
logue,” Monroe said. “It may be 
an awkward subject, but preven-
tion of  STDs is so vital to health 
and well-being, especially terminal 
STDs like AIDS.” 
The program involves Hydeia 
Broadbent, an HIV awareness ad-
vocate who contracted HIV con-
genitally and made it her life’s mis-
sion to spread awareness about 
the disease. Broadbent’s talks fo-
cus on the dangers of  unsafe sex 
and the need for protection and 
guard against the risks of  con-
tracting STDs. On her website, 
Broadbent says,  “With all that we 
know about the virus, it is clear to 
me that contracting HIV/AIDS 
today is a choice, and we can’t al-
low anyone the power to make 
that choice for us!” 
The sorority is bringing 
Broadbent across the country. 
“You need to be aware,” 
Monroe said. “You need to stay 
protected. That’s why we’re host-
ing this event and that’s why we’ve 
asked Ms. Broadbent to come.” 
The free tests administered dur-
ing the program yield results within 
20 minutes and are taken by cotton 
swab. The results are anonymous 
to everyone except the tester and 
the patient. This kind of  accessibil-
ity and privacy are important for 
the event to be effective. 
“We want people to come get 
tested, and we know anonymity is 
the best way to draw crowds for 
something like this,” Monroe said. 
Xavier’s Pi Upsilon chapter 
of  the Sigma Gamma Rho soror-
ity hosts many events throughout 
the year, with this being its most 
popular. 
To learn more about Broadbent 




Ukrainian culture and heritage 
are currently being highlighted on 
Xavier’s campus with the “Three 
Intuitions” photography exhibit. 
On Jan. 25, Exhibit Co-curators 
Gregory Rust and Guennadi 
Maslov teamed up with Cincinnati-
Kharkiv Sister-City Partnership 
to bring the art exhibit to the 
Gallagher Student Center (GSC). 
The exhibit showcases pho-
tography from three well-known 
Ukrainian photographers, Andrey 
Avdeenko, Mstyslav Chernov and 
Igor Manko, who each portray 
their perceptions of  life in Ukraine. 
The exhibit demonstrates how 
modern artists are able to expose 
various and sometimes contradic-
tory visions of  a single subject. 
The photos are being displayed 
on the second floor of  the GSC 
and will remain on display through 
May 2015.
The opening of  the exhibit 
was followed by a “Conversation 
on Today’s Ukraine” discussion 
where students, faculty and staff  
had the opportunity to openly dis-
cuss the artistic merits of  the ex-
hibit as well as the current conflict 
in Ukraine and the United States’ 
role in the issue. 
“The goal was to highlight dif-
ferent ways photography serves in 
a contemporary society,” Maslov 
said. “The Ukraine is a contem-
porary country, and the cultural 
background is seen in all of  these 
pictures.”
Although all of  the artists’ 
works comment on Ukrainian 
culture, they all take different ap-
proaches in telling their stories. 
Avdeenko’s photos are portraits of  
people in the simple country side.
“Enveloped in their rural set-
tings, the country people possess 
a distinct feeling of  self-sufficien-
cy,” Avdeenko said. “Today, they 
shape the future for the coming 
generations. They are the heroes 
of  their time yet do not reflect on 
it. These are the people who cre-
ate the unique coloring of  their 
place, time and epoch.” 
Chernov’s images are also 
people-centered, but they capture 
more dramatic events that take 
Xavier University’s 
Television Association 
(XUTVA) is one of  
Xavier’s largest media 
outlets run solely by 
students. 
XUTVA can be 
found in the Television 
Center studio located 
next to Brockman Hall. 
The studio is equipped 
with fully-functioning 
broadcast equipment 
such as studio cameras 
with teleprompters, a 
video switch board, a 
sound booth and a vid-
eo editing lab.
The club is meant to 
give students interested 
in television broadcast production 
educational and practical experi-
ence on a working television show. 
“Our goal is to produce a 
great weekly, professional-level 
broadcast,” Joe Pota, president of  
XUTVA, said. “It provides great 
experience for people looking to 
get into the field.” 
XUTVA films weekly news 
broadcasts with coverage of  
events on and off  campus. 
“I love the pressure of  the live 
broadcast,” Pota said. “It is diffi-
cult, but something we are proud 
of. I like the comradery of  it all. 
...(W)e are a team and work to-
gether and get through it each 
week.”
Student anchors write cam-
pus, local and national news sto-
ries, which are featured in the 
broadcasts. 
Meetings are held twice a week 
at 2 p.m. in the Television Center, 
one on Mondays for planning and 
the other on Fridays to film the 
weekly broadcast. Non-electronic 
Media majors are welcomed to 
join the club. 
 XUTVA has previously been 
viewed on channel 14, but af-
ter Xavier switched from Time 
Warner Cable to Cincinnati Bell, 
the channel went off  air. The club 
is raising $5,000 to regain signal 
into the dorms. 
“I think that’s what is really key 
in keeping this going, because a 





us now since we are not on the air 
and we are still doing a news show 
every Friday,” Blis DeVault, advi-
sor to XUTVA and director of  
the Television Center, said. “But 
there’s something about being 
able to get it into the campus and 
the caf.”  
XUTVA provides students 
with hands-on experience with 
technology and contributes to 
problem solving and teamwork. 
“It is really fun to see a student 
operate something or anchor for 
the first time and then see their 
progression over the years.  It’s re-
warding,” DeVault said.
XUTVA films weekly news 
broadcasts can be viewed on you-
tube.com/xutva.
Newswire photo by Lydia Rogers
Club Profile: XUTV
Junior Alyssa Metts and senior Erin Kirby anchor the news for an XUTVA broadcast.
Sigma Gamma Rho 
offers free HIV testing
place in Ukraine, such as clashes 
and conflicts. Chernov specializes 
in documenting problematic situ-
ations in different countries, and 
the images displayed in the GSC 
depict the recent events that have 
taken place in Kiev. 
Manko’s photos are meant 
to explore the world rather than 
document it. Manko captures 
different landscapes, and he uses 
the natural elements to his ad-
vantage. In his Karadağ Series, 
Manko incorporates the Karadağ 
Mountains into his images in one 
way or another.
“The whole exhibit is an in-
troduction of  photographic life 
in a county that is not very well-
known here,” Maslov said. “That 
is the country where I was born 
and grew up before I came to this 
country. It is very nostalgic, but at 
the same time, a very important 
piece of  information that I’m try-
ing to spread anywhere I can.”
Maslov hopes that having the 
exhibit in a main hub on campus 
will give students the opportunity 
to learn more about a country 
they may not be too familiar with 
as well as gain an appreciation for 
artistic talent.
“By seeing the pictures on the 
wall, maybe people will find answers 
to some of  their own questions,” 
Maslov said. “Maybe they can come 
across new ideas about life in other 
counties and ways of  life depicted 
through the camera lens.”
Maslov hopes to eventually 
take the exhibit to a number of  
other locations across the country 
and possibly bring the featured 
artists along with him.
“The ‘Three Intuitions’ is a 
product of  patience and love to the 
country in turmoil,” Maslov said.
Photo courtesy of Gregory Rust
Art exhibit highlights Ukrainian culture
“Three Intuitions” showcases artwork from Ukrainian photographers, Mstyslav Chernov, Igor Manko and Andrey Avdeenko.








Take it easy, Mario 
and Luigi.
Feb. 7, 1:33 p.m. – Two 
intoxicated students who were 
pushing each other in a gro-
cery cart in front of  Cintas 
Center during the basketball 
game were ordered to return 
the cart to the Family Dollar in 
Norwood by Cincinnati Police 
and Xavier Police.
Feb. 2, 5:12 a.m. – A non-
student found in the entryway 
of  Brockman Hall trying to stay 
warm on a cold night was es-
corted home by an officer.
Feb. 2, 7:45 p.m. – Xavier 
Police received a complaint 
of  a small amount of  mari-
juana in the locker room in the 
O’Connor Sports Center. A 
student admitted to owning the 
marijuana was cited for drug 
abuse.
Feb. 2, 9:46 p.m. – Xavier 
Police and Physical Plant assist-
ed a student stuck in an elevator 
in Kuhlman Hall.
Feb. 4, 11:41 a.m. – Two 
students reported that person-
al items had been stolen from 
their room in Kuhlman Hall.
Feb. 4, 5:58 p.m. – A stu-
dent reported the theft of  a 
laptop from his or her room in 
Kuhlman Hall. 
Feb. 4, 9:05 p.m. – Xavier 
Police, Cincinnati Fire and 
Rescue and Residence Life as-
Police
Notes
sisted an intoxicated, underage 
student at the basketball game at 
Cintas Center. The student was 
checked by medics and allowed to 
go back to his or her room for the 
rest of  the evening.
Feb. 5, 4:46 p.m. – A visi-
tor parked in the meter spaces 
in the Husman Lot was cited by 
Cincinnati Police on an outstand-
ing traffic warrant.
Feb. 6, 7:14 p.m. – A student 
with a case of  beer in his or her 
vehicle parked in the R-1 Lot was 
cited for underage possession.
Feb. 6, 10:24 p.m. – A stu-
dent reported that he or she was 
assaulted by another student in 
residential housing on campus. 
Residence Life will follow up.
Feb. 7, 12:01 a.m. – At an 
off-campus event, it was report-
ed that an intoxicated student 
was acting in an inappropri-
ate manner. An investigation is 
pending.
Feb. 7, 1:16 p.m. – Xavier 
Police cited an underage, intoxi-
cated student with possession 
of  a fictitious ID at the basket-
ball game.
Feb. 8, 12:23 a.m. – A stu-
dent reported that he or she 
was followed back to campus 
by a suspicious vehicle. Officers 
searched the area but were un-
able to locate the vehicle.
Feb. 8, 2:00 a.m. – A student 
reported the theft of  an iPhone 
from a party in the 1900 block 
of  Cleneay Avenue. Norwood 
Police was notified.
Seniors celebrate at Winter Ball
Members of Senior Board po
se at the dance. Back row, fr
om left to 
right: Joe McGrath, Becky Gries
mer, Luke Schafer, and Blake Q
uaiyoom. 
Front row: Bridget Hill, Traci Ga
rcia, Sarah Craig and Mary Ho
dge.
Seniors Mary Beth Berger, Amber Spanos, Features Editor Hollis Conners and Lindsey Logsdon attended Winter Ball.
Groups of  seniors loaded onto school buses on Feb. 6 to attend the Winter Ball at the 20th Century Theater in 
Oakley. While many students gathered on the dance floor, the Ball also featured a bar, a quesadilla station, pop-
corn and other snack options. Senior Board, who plans senior-oriented events such as Senior Week, sold roughly 
310 tickets for the event. Senior Board member Traci Garcia believes that the night was a success. 
“It was great to see such a turnout by the senior class. As our final months at Xavier come to a close, I think 
seniors enjoyed dressing up and creating more memories with their classmates during a fun-filled evening,” 
Garcia said.
- Paid Advertisement -
The 20th Century Theater in Oakley served as 





Edited by: Meredith Francis  
francism@xavier.edu
- United States and World News -
Measles cases on the rise in U.S.
BY RICHARD MEYER
Copy Editor
Photo courtesy of the Centers for Disease Control
The current upswing in measles cases puts 2015 on track to surpass previous years in the number of reported cases.
The number of  reported cases 
of  measles is set to surpass previ-
ous years in 2015 after an outbreak 
beginning in southern California.
The outbreak, affecting more 
than 120 people, extends to 17 
states across the nation, the most 
recent of  which is Georgia. 
The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) 
began tracking the spread of  the 
disease on Jan. 1 after there were 
reports of  people having the dis-
ease after visiting Disneyland in 
southern California in December. 
The disease spread quickly to 
those who had not been vacci-
nated or who had not had booster 
shots after the initial vaccination. 
“This is not a problem with 
the measles vaccine not working,” 
Director of  the National Center 
for Immunization and Respiratory 
Diseases Dr. Anne Schuchat said. 
“This is a problem of  the measles 
vaccine not being used.”
There is no cure for measles, 
although the vaccination is about 
97 percent effective. The disease 
had previously been declared 
eradicated in 2000.
Measles is spread by airborne 
pathways, being transmitted 
through coughing and sneezing. A 
person becomes contagious long 
before symptoms are present and 
the virus can live on surfaces and 
linger in the air for long periods 
of  time after the infected person 
has left. 
Other symptoms include high-
grade fever, a rash beginning on 
the face and spreading to the 
rest of  the body and white spots 
in the mouth.  The CDC reports 
that an infected person on average 
can spread the disease to 18 other 
people. The most at-risk people 
are infants who cannot receive the 
first vaccination until they are at 
least six months old. 
Many agencies have begun im-
ploring parents to vaccinate their 
children in light of  the outbreak. 
President Barack Obama, the U.S. 
Surgeon General and the CDC, 
as well as organizations such as 
Autism Speaks, have joined the 
efforts.
The outbreak has renewed a 
national conversation about vacci-
nations, as many parents elect not 
to have their children vaccinated 
for fear of  side effects. 
According to her family, Kayla Mueller, an American hostage 
held by ISIS, is confirmed dead. The confirmation comes after 
ISIS claimed that the 26-year-old aid worker was killed in a coali-
tion airstrike in Syria. ISIS recently released a statement saying 
that Mueller had been buried in rubble following an attack by 
Jordanian aircraft. U.S. officials have yet to confirm Mueller’s 
cause of  death. Mueller was kidnapped in Aleppo in August 2013. 
TransAsia Airways flight crashes
Brian Williams suspended amid controversy
Leaders meet to discuss crisis in Ukraine
A TransAsia passenger aircraft crashed into the Keelung River in 
Taipei, Taiwan, on Feb. 4, killing at least 39 people. Preliminary 
investigations reveal that the pilot may have shut off  one of  the 
plane’s engines during the flight. This prompted TransAsia of-
ficials to cancel 90 flights, as all 71 pilots who operate TransAsia 
aircraft will undergo proficiency tests in the wake of  the crash. 
Leaders from Russia, Ukraine, Germany and France will meet in 
Belarus on Feb. 11 to discuss possible solutions for the escalat-
ing crisis in Ukraine. German Chancellor Angela Merkel and 
French President François Hollande are attempting to encour-
age a peace deal between Russian President Vladimir Putin and 
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko to put a stop to the con-
flict in Ukraine, which has claimed over 5,000 lives. Pro-Russian 
separatists have ramped up attacks in eastern Ukraine in recent 
weeks. Leaders are hoping to encourage a ceasefire.
“NBC Nightly News” Anchor and Managing Editor Brian 
Williams was suspended for six months without pay after admit-
ting he gave a false account of  his reporting during the early 
years of  the Iraq War. Williams claimed he was traveling with U.S. 
troops in a helicopter that had been hit by enemy fire. Williams 
recanted his statement on air after several U.S. veterans said 




* Provisional data reported to the CDC’s National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases
As the conversation about 
the Islamic State, also known as 
ISIS, occupies international atten-
tion, the Brueggeman Center for 
Dialogue is partnering 
with various organiza-
tions for a special dinner 
and dialogue.
The Brueggeman 
Center for Dialogue is 
partnering with Greater 
Cincinnati World Affairs 
Council, the National 
Security Network and 
the Foreign Policy 
Leadership Council 
(FPLC) to sponsor a 
reception, dinner and 
dialogue to discuss the 
emergence of  ISIS.
Since mid-2014, ISIS 
militants have gained 
control over major por-
tions of  Iraq and Syria. 
The United States and 
other allies have launched 
airstrikes in Syria to com-
bat ISIS, which has been 
responsible for the kill-
ings of  journalists and 
aid workers. 
The upcoming event at Xavier 
will feature Major General Paul 
D. Eaton, who currently serves 
as Senior Advisor at the National 
Security Network, a non-profit 
policy organization. The organi-
zation specializes in addressing 
and communicating national se-
curity policy solutions. 
Eaton will lead the event’s dia-
logue and address several issues, 
including the state of  foreign pol-
icy in 2015, the new Congress, the 
rise of  ISIS and U.S. counterter-
rorism efforts. 
“We have all been watching 
the situation in the Middle East, 
particularly with the emergence 
of  ISIS, with a sense of  confu-
sion and helplessness,” Dr. James 
Buchanan, director of  Xavier’s 
Brueggeman Center for Dialogue, 
said. “The FPLC event will give 
us an opportunity to think about 
Xavier to host dialogue on ISIS
BY MADDIE DAY
Staff  Writer
these issues with an expert and 
each other.”
Eaton is a veteran who was in 
the U.S. Army for more than 30 
years. He served in Iraq, Bosnia 
and Somalia.
In 2003 and 2004, 
Eaton trained and 
equipped the armed 
forces for the Iraqi 
Ministry of  Defense 
and the Interior 
Ministry. Prior to that, 
he served as the Chief  
of  Infantry for the 
Army.
Eaton has appeared 
on multiple news and 
television programs 
and also advised can-
didates during the 2008 
presidential campaign 
season.
Eaton earned his 
undergraduate degree 
from West Point, and 
earned a Master’s in 
French political sci-
ence from Middlebury 
College in Vermont.
The event will be 
held at 5:30 p.m. on 
Feb. 18 in the Schiff  
Conference Center at Cintas 
Center and will cost $30 for FPLC 
members, $35 for non-members 
and $15 for students. 
To RSVP, students should con-
tact kstrunk@fbtlaw.com or call 
513-651-6166. Admission can be 
paid on the day of  the event.
Edited by Meredith Francis
Major General Paul Eaton will speak at the Brueggeman event.
Photo courtesy of americansecurityproject.org
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Walk to Campus from your Spencer Ave apt!
•3 Bedroom 
•3 students $425.00 per student.
•4 students $375.00 per student.
•1 Bedroom max 2 students $610.00 
•Contact: 513-658-2255
- Paid Advertisement -
Family confirms ISIS hostage killed




Xavier dominant as season is underway
BY AUSTIN GILL
Copy Editor
With the teasingly warm weath-
er that blew through Cincinnati 
this past weekend, baseball enthu-
siasts are excited for another sea-
son at Xavier. 
The Musketeers began their 
2015 tournament season on Feb. 
13 and will begin regular season 
play on Feb. 27 at the University 
of  Louisville.
For the Xavier faithful, this 
season brings high expectations 
after the team won last season’s 
Big East championship and made 
the school’s second appearance in 
the NCAA Tournament. 
The team caught fire in confer-
ence play only before confront-
ing future national champions 
Vanderbilt in the first round of  
the national tournament. 
In addition to earning confer-
ence royalty, the 2014 squad also 
earned recognition from the con-
ference for academic excellence. 
They join their classmates and 
fellow Big East champions, the 
men’s swim team, in receiving this 
honor. 
This season, the team will 
be without the dominant pitch-
ing prowess of  graduated Vinnie 
Nittoli. 
The Seattle Mariners drafted 
Nittoli  in the MLB’s First-Year 
Player draft. 
The right hander ranks fourth 
all-time in school history for starts 
(51), seventh for innings pitched 
(280) and 10th in career ERA 
(3.54). He is also in a tie for ninth 
under the strikeout column (186).
The Musketeers were picked 
to finish fourth in the confer-
ence behind St. Johns, Creighton 
and Seton Hall in the preseason 
coaches’ poll.
Xavier looks for junior catcher 
Daniel Rizzie and senior pitch-
er Eric Stiene to have breakout 
seasons. 
Both were selected to the pre-
season All-Big East. This marks 
the first time in program history 
that two players were named to 
the Preseason All-Conference 
team.
Stiene hopes to start 2015 in 
similar fashion to his 2014 cam-
paign that began with more than 
25 consecutive innings in which 
he did not surrender a single run. 
Throughout the remainder of  
the season, Stiene finished with 
an ERA of  2.92 - good enough to 
land him on the list of  80 finalists 
for the Gregg Olson Award Watch 
List, which recognizes college 
baseball’s breakout performers.
Rizzie returns this season as 
undoubtedly one of  the confer-
ence’s premier catchers. 
Xavier’s field general tore the 
cover off  the ball in 2014 with five 
home runs and 38 runs batted in 
while still hitting and an elite aver-
age of  .307. 
This year also brings in an im-
pressive freshman class that will 
be looking to prove its worth by 
filling voids left by graduated se-
niors from last year’s team.  
Pitchers Garrett Schilling and 
Zac Lowther will be vying for the 
gaping hole left in the rotation by 
Nittoli. 
Schilling, also a right-hander, 
experienced tremendous suc-
cess in high school with a per-
fect 31-0 record and three state-
championships for Bishiop Foley 
High School in Madison Heights, 
Mich. 
Lowther, a lefty, also enjoyed a 
winning career that included a trip 
to the Ohio state championship 
game as a sophomore. 
He also had a dominant se-
nior seaspm including a 0.55 
ERA, 76 innings pitched and 148 
strikeouts for Cuyahoga Heights 




The Musketeers celebrate after defeating Creighton in the 2014 Big East Tournament.
Eric Stein (26) looks to return as a senior leader as the Muskies look for more success.
Star-studded 3-point contest steals NBA All-Star weekend headline
BY NICK MCGILL
Sports Editor 
Photo courtesy of Cincinnati.com
Photo courtesy of goxavier.com
Opinion: NBA All-Star weekend
The 2015 NBA All-Star week-
end is fast approaching, and it ap-
pears this year’s can’t-miss event is 
the Footlocker 3-Point Contest. 
The impressive eight-player 
field includes the NBA’s top five 
players in three-point makes this 
season. 
Wesley Matthews (Portland) 
leads the way with the most 
3-point field goals made thus 
far at 158. Steph Curry (Golden 
State) and Kyle Korver (Atlanta) 
follow close behind with 156. 
Curry’s backcourt partner, 
Klay Thompson, comes next with 
151, and Houston’s James Harden 
rounds out the top five in makes 
with 137. 
Still, a brief  look at each play-
er’s résumé boasts more distin-
guished achievement.
Incredibly, Kyle Korver is av-
eraging 53.1 percent from beyond 
the arc — a figure better than his 
overall field goal percentage at 
51.8 percent. 
Korver leads the pack in 
3-point percentage as well as free 
throw percentage at a near-auto-
matic 92 percent.
Only a few weeks ago, 
Thompson dropped a record-
setting 37 points in a single quar-
ter on his way to 52 points for 
the game, which also included a 
league-record nine 3-pointers in a 
single quarter. 
On Jan. 8, Curry drilled his 
1,000th 3-point field goal in his 
369th game, becoming the fastest 
player to reach that milestone. 
Curry is also one of  two play-
ers in NBA history to have mul-
tiple games of  ten or more made 
three-pointers.
Harden is the NBA’s scoring 
leader with 27.5 points per game. 
Harden does a lot of  damage 
from downtown and remains a 
candidate for league MVP.
Sharpshooters J.J. Redick (L.A. 
Clippers), Kyrie Irving (Cleveland) 
and Marco Belinelli (San Antonio) 
complete the eight-player field. 
Redick is ninth overall in 
3-point makes this year with 114 
and on track to smash his previ-
ous season high of  165. 
The Cavaliers’ Irving drained 
11 triples in an amazing 55-point 
effort on Jan. 28 against Portland. 
Irving is no stranger to the 
event, having won in 2013. 
Despite missing significant 
time due to injury, Belinelli adds 
to the already ridiculous competi-
tion and aims to defend his 2014 
crown.
The newly-formatted two-
round event will feature five 
shooting locations positioned 
evenly around the arc. 
Four of  the racks will contain 
four orange balls worth one point 
each, and a single multi-colored 
money ball worth two points. 
The fifth rack will be a special 
rack containing five money balls. 
Each participant may choose 
the placement of  his own racks 
and will have one minute to shoot. 
The marksmen with the three 
highest scores will advance to the 
championship round.
NBA All-Star weekend runs 
from Feb. 13-15 at the Barclays 
Center in Brooklyn, N.Y. Catch 
the Footlocker Three-Point 
Contest at 8:30 p.m. on Feb. 1 on 
TNT.
Kyle Korver is shooting an unprecedented 53.1 percent from the 3-point line. 
Photo courtesy of sportsoverdose.com






Women split two home games 
Senior guard Dee Davis reacts to a call in an exciting win over Providence at Cintas. 
Men’s basketball falls at home, bounces back
Spring season begins for men’s tennis
After being swept by Ohio 
State (OSU), the second half  of  
the men’s tennis season was off  to 
a slow start. 
Since dropping the match to 
OSU, the team has now won five 
of  its last six matches, with a close 
loss to Big East rival DePaul. 
In the six-game stretch, the 
Musketeers compiled a 29-13 re-
cord in all counted games. 
The team opened conference 
play early in the year, starting that 
part of  their season falling to 
DePaul on Feb. 1. 
Junior Zach Mueck and fresh-
man Arthur Stefani were the only 
Musketeers to register victories 
against the Blue Demons, a team 
returning two All-Big East selec-
tions from last year. 
Although conference play 
started with a loss, the Musketeers 
will face their next Big East oppo-
nent, Marquette, on March 21.
The Musketeers’ most re-
cent match was a 5-2 victory in 
Indianapolis against IUPUI. 
The first match of  the day was 
played by Mueck and redshirt 
sophomore Matt Bishop, who 
narrowly won their doubles match 
7-5. 
Xavier headed into singles play 
with a commanding lead over the 
Jaguars due to strong perfromance 
from the entire team. 
Singles matches faired the 
same way with Mueck, Bishop 
and freshmen Gabriel Araujo and 
Connor LaFarve all winning their 
respective matches for the team. 
Throughout the day, the 
Musketeers only failed to win two 
singles matches, leading to a rela-
tively easy victory on the day. 
With previous wins against 
teams such as Lipscomb, Eastern 
Kentucky, Toledo and Belmont, 
the Musketeers are hitting the 
middle of  their schedule playing 
very well and should be looking 
to continue their great play for the 
duration of  the season.  
Besides a five-game home 
stretch in March and April, the 
team will travel to Muncie, Ind., 
Kennesaw, Ga., Abilene and 
BY BRENDAN BURRIS
Staff  Writer
Arlington, Texas, and Dayton, 
Ohio for away matchups. 
They complete the season 
in Indianapolis against Butler 
and Creighton and then will 
head to compete in the Big East 
Championships from April 23-26 
(location TBD). 
The team looks to build on re-
cent success to propel it forward 
to a strong finish to the season. 
The next home match is 
at noon on March 15 against 
Western Illinois University. 
Edited by Corey Zielinksi
Following a vital 11-point road 
win over the Providence Friars, 
the Xavier women’s basketball 
team headed into the first week-
end of  February prepared to chal-
lenge two Big East opponents on 
home turf. 
Xavier celebrated a win against 
Marquette but suffered a hard 
loss against DePaul. 
The Musketeers first faced off  
against the Marquette Golden 
Eagles at Cintas Center, winning 
91-72. 
Xavier not only came out on 
top, but also set a season-high for 
points scored by getting within 
nine of  the century mark. 
The Muskies began with a 
powerful 12-3 run with a couple 
of  3-pointers, starting the game 
off  with a punch. 
The Golden Eagles rallied and 
were able to tie the game twice, 
the second tie at 26 points with 
7:44 remaining. 
Xavier was able to pull away 
from the competition and create a 
sizable lead. 
Marquette posted some points 
with a 4-0 run, but the Musketeers 
would not relinquish the lead and 
held the score at 44-36 before 
heading into the break. 
In the second half, the Golden 
Eagles were only able to get with-
in eight points of  the Musketeers. 
Xavier eventually pushed the 
game out of  reach with a dou-
ble-figure lead that carried it to 
victory. 
Xavier was able to outscore 
Marquette and even lead by as 
many as 23 points. 
The impressive Musketeer ef-
fort was aided by notable perfor-
mances from several players. 
Junior forward Briana Glover 
demonstrated her on-court expe-
rience with a career-high 26 points 
and by going 6-6 from the foul 
line. 
The team’s first double-dou-
ble this season came from junior 
guard Jenna Crittendon with 17 
points and 11 rebounds. 
Senior guard Maleeka Kynard 
also posted double figures in the 
game with 16 points. 
Just two days after the victory 
of  Marquette, Xavier returned to 
action for an early game against 
the DePaul Blue Demons. 
The Musketeers walked away 
with an 87-63 loss after facing 
their Chicago rivals. 
Xavier’s turnovers played a big 
role in the loss. 
The Blue Demons were able 
to score 42 points off  29 Xavier 
turnovers. 
DePaul held a 21-point lead at 
the end of  the first half. 
Xavier tried to make a come-
back in the second half  while 
shooting 65 percent, but the Blue 
Demons did not give up the lead. 
Kynard displayed her talent 
this game as well, shooting 4-of-4 
at the foul line, adding to her total 
of  15 consecutive free throws. 
The Musketeers will face 
Georgetown on Feb. 13 in 
Washington, D.C. Xavier won the 
earlier meeting at home against 
The Xavier men’s basketball 
team continued its up-and-down 
play in conference season, win-
ning two out of  three games in 
seven days.
The Musketeers (16-9, 7-6) 
lost in overtime to last-place 
Creighton at home before beat-
ing Providence at Cintas Center 
and Marquette on the road in 
Milwaukee.
The game against Creighton 
on Feb. 4 (11-14, 2-10) saw the 
Bluejays notch only their second 
conference win of  the season in 
a 79-72 overtime thriller. The loss 
also put the first “L” in Xavier’s 
previously unblemished home re-
cord, snapping an 11-game win 
streak.
Xavier’s cold shooting from 
the previous game against Seton 
Hall continued as it shot just 36.4 
percent (14.3 from behind the arc) 
in the first half, which led to a 32-
29 deficit at the break.
Scoring for both teams picked 
up some in the second half  and 
senior guard Dee Davis split a 
pair of  free throws to tie the game 
with 35 seconds left. 
Sophomore forward Jalen 
Reynolds led the Muskies with 17 
points and eight rebounds, while 
also picking up a pivotal block 
with two seconds left to send the 
game to overtime. Xavier would 
never lead in the extra period.
On Feb. 7, Xavier welcomed 
second-place Providence (17-7, 
7-4) into Cintas Center and picked 
up a key conference victory with a 
78-69 win.
A tight first half  saw 20 lead 
changes, with Providence carrying 
a 40-34 lead into the break. 
Xavier’s bench impacted the 
game early and combined for 22 
of  Xavier’s first half  points.





scary start. Moments after grab-
bing its team’s largest lead of  the 
game at 8, Providence coach Ed 
Cooley walked off  the court and 
was taken to a local hospital. He 
has since been released and plans 
on coaching the Friars’ next game.
Amidst the confusion, Xavier 
went on an 18-2 run to grab a 
10-point lead with 12 minutes 
left. Providence would later tie the 
game but would never regain the 
lead. 
Reynolds and freshman for-
ward Trevon Blueitt both led 
Xavier in scoring with 19 points 
apiece, and Davis tied a career 
high with 15 assists. 
For his efforts in those two 
games, Reynolds was named to 
the Big East Weekly Honor Roll.
Xavier picked up a curcial 
win on the road on Feb. 10 at 
Marquette, winning 64-44. Tough 
defense held the Golden Eagles 
to poor shooting, allowing a com-
fortable win for Xavier.
Xavier returns to the Cintas 
Center with a matchup against 
St. Johns on Feb. 14. Tip-off  is at 
12:30 p.m., and the game will be 
broadcast nationally on FOX.
Sophomore forward Jalen Reynolds celebrates a dunk as Cintas erupted in cheers. 
Newswire photo by Adam Spegele
Freshman guard Jada Byrd drives to the basket against Marquette. 
Newswire photo by Adam Spegele
Newswire photo by Adam Spegele
essential. 
Each JMJ candidate has experience in student 
government and is comfortable “talking the talk.” 
While this may indicate a hesitance to part ways with 
SGA customs (for better or for worse), this familiar-
ity with current SGA activity also shows that they will 
be capable of  communicating effectively with various 
university offices as well as with students and com-
munity leaders. 
JMJ had already spoken with many staff  and ad-
ministrators about various issues on their platform. 
They did their research and had an answer each time 
they were asked who they had spoken to about their 
goals. 
In addition, we were impressed with their sensitiv-
ity to the importance of  faith on campus, their se-
riousness about protecting students on busy streets 
that border campus (including the “Dana Death 
Trap” that leads to the Village Apartments) and their 
realistic expectations about the allocation of  space in 
the Gallagher Student Center (GSC).
AFJ
AFJ had a thoughtful, but sometimes overly gen-
eral, vision for what they’d like to accomplish as ex-
ecutives. They emphasized diversity and inclusion, 
stating that the Xavier community needs to be more 
inclusive to students who are currently marginalized. 
This is an admirable goal, no doubt, but perhaps not 
one that could be accomplished through an Inclusion 
Panel targeting students who are already involved in 
campus organizations.
While not as fluent in administrative language, AFJ 
expressed well-placed concern for how Xavier inter-
acts with the surrounding community and for making 
the campus a navigable space for students through 
stronger collaboration among clubs and through a 
strong commitment to student-run businesses.
What seems to be lacking to accomplish such a 
vision, however, were chemistry and feasibility. The 
three candidates seemed to be like-minded in many 
respects but failed to exhibit the same level of  com-
fort and teamwork as did their JMJ counterparts. 
Their platform also lacked feasibility — big goals and 
big dreams do not a successful term make. 
Weaknesses
As indicated by both tickets’ imperfect scores in 
each category, neither ticket had a flawless plan for 
fulfilling the role of  SGA executives. There is always 
room for improvement. For example, while both 
tickets emphasized safety on their platforms, neither 
ticket mentioned sexual assault until asked by the edi-
torial board. 
As such, our endorsement does not guarantee 
the success of  an elected JMJ or predict an unsuc-
cessful term for AFJ. We believe that our decision is 
informed and well-reasoned and that, in offering an 
endorsement at all, our recommendation can serve 
as a helpful perspective for the Xavier student body.
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Each year, the Newswire conducts thorough in-
terviews with all approved Student Government 
Association (SGA) executive tickets and subsequent-
ly releases an official endorsement of  the ticket we 
believe is the most qualified. This year, our decision 
was difficult, as both tickets had well-planned plat-
forms and strong performances in the interviews. 
We were impressed by both tickets’ candor and abil-
ity to communicate their ideas and concerns in the 
debate we hosted in conjunction with the Board of  
Elections. Nonetheless, after careful consideration, 
one ticket ultimately stood out as the best choice for 
Xavier.
The Newswire endorses Jake Haigis, Megan Brault 
and Jack Bainbridge (JMJ) in the election for SGA 
executives. 
This endorsement does not reflect the opinion 
of  any singular staff  member, but is the result of  
the evaluations of  four editors based on a predeter-
mined scoring system. 
The tickets were evaluated in four categories: fea-
sibility, common sense, group chemistry and creativ-
ity. We have provided the scores (which were close) 
below. JMJ received a B overall, while Andrew Redd, 
Fare Olagbaju and Josh DeVincenzo (AFJ) received 
a B-minus.
The Newswire’s board consisted of  four members 
of  the editorial staff: Editor-in-Chief  Andrew Koch, 
Managing Editor Taylor Fulkerson, Opinions & 
Editorials Editor Tatum Hunter and Campus News 
Editor Lydia Rogers. Each member of  the board as-
signed a score from one to 100 in each of  the four 
categories for each ticket. These scores were then 
averaged to find overall scores in each category for 
each ticket, and the final scores were an average of  
these figures. 
The board also took into account the candidates’ 
preparedness and poise during the interviews when 
considering the endorsement. 
JMJ
Though the tickets scored closely in most catego-
ries, JMJ scored higher in three of  the four, most 
notably in chemistry. They deferred to each other 
often, and it was clear that they work well as a team, 
a key to success as SGA executives. 
In terms of  both their platform and their inter-
view, JMJ outperformed AFJ. Their platform was 
clearer, more organized and better written. While 
it could be argued that their platform was sprawl-
ing and contained minute proposals, many more of  
their points were feasible because of  their clarity and 
the ticket’s realistic scope. The ticket’s platform also 
reflected extensive research with administrators and 
collaboration with current SGA representatives.
One of  the most attractive things about JMJ is 
their commitment to working with the existing 
SGA executives and the executives who will come 
after them. With a shortened executive term — 10 
months instead of  12 — increased communication 
and collaboration with the current executives will be 
SGA elections endorsement
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SGA executive ticket JMJ, from left to right: juniors Jake 
Haigis and Megan Brault and sophomore Jack Bainbridge
their chosen issue. With roughly 
400 students committing them-
selves to these issues, a large por-
tion of  them chose sexual assault 
prevention.
Xavier also is connected with 
the national It’s On Us campaign 
driven by the White House. Be on 
the lookout for Xavier’s own PSA 
to be launched before the end of  
the month. 
We have been working tire-
lessly to bring these issues to 
light on campus and have been 
advocating for SWAG and 
Live the Commitment to many 
groups, both administrative and 
student-led. 
If  you share a passion for 
any of  this work contact Megan 
at bowlingm3@xavier.edu for 
more information on SWAG 
or to schedule a bystander pro-
gram. Also, please take the time 




-Colleen Reynolds, Student 
Body President, and Megan 
Bowling, Graduate Coordinator




Letter to the Editor
As student leaders at Xavier, we 
read Meredith Beamer’s letter to 
the Editor in last week’s Newswire 
with a mix of  excitement, encour-
agement and new awareness.  
The excitement came from 
reading the words of  a fellow 
Xavier student who shares our 
passion for creating a safer cam-
pus community.  We were encour-
aged to know that others agree 
that now is the time to become 
educated on these issues and sup-
port each other. We also came to 
the awareness that we must be 
tireless in our efforts to keep our 
student body informed of  new 
initiatives already underway to 
implement bystander engagement 
at Xavier.
In an attempt to do just that, 
we’re writing to help spread the 
word that Xavier has kicked 
off  a brand new peer education 
group whose work is grounded 
in bystander engagement prac-
tices. This group is called Student 
Wellness Advocacy Group 
(SWAG), and here’s what you 
need to know:
In August 2014, Xavier imple-
mented a peer education program 
with the support of  Women of  
Excellence, the Multicultural, 
Gender, and Women’s Center, 
Title IX and the Student Integrity 
offices. Graduate Coordinator 
Megan Bowling transformed the 
program into SWAG. 
SWAG’s goal is to facilitate pre-
vention education programming 
on the critical wellness issues of  
sexual health, interpersonal rela-
tionships, gender identity and al-
cohol and/or drug use utilizing a 
bystander intervention model.
During the Fall 2014 semester, 
SWAG hired eight undergraduate 
students to become certified peer 
educators through the BACCHUS 
Network, a national organization 
focused on college health and 
safety. 
In fact, the Newswire ran an 
article in the Sep. 11 issue en-
titled “Xavier introduces SWAG 
program.” The article described 
SWAG as a “group to specifically 
do peer education around well-
ness,” and urged students to apply 
for peer educator positions. After 
the article ran, SWAG spent the 
remainder of  the semester train-
ing, but they are now program-
ming around campus. 
For example, SWAG is part-
nering with Student Government 
Association (SGA) during 
Leadership Week on campus to 
present “Live the Commitment: 
Spring into Bystander 
Intervention” at 5 p.m. on Feb. 26 
in Kennedy Auditorium. 
They have also partnered 
with the Center for International 
Education for a cross-cultural dat-
ing workshop and will present to 
all student athletes at a Life Skills 
event. 
Lastly, SWAG also has an on-
going partnership with Residence 
Life to offer programming to 
students in the residence halls. 
SWAG is ready and eager to share 
highly effective and engaging by-
stander engagement strategies to 
students, clubs and organizations 
across campus. 
In addition to SWAG, anoth-
er initiative on campus is SGA’s 
Live the Commitment Campaign 
launched by the SGA executives 
earlier this year. 
Live the Commitment gave 
students an opportunity to com-
mit themselves to one of  four is-
sues currently facing our campus: 
sexual assault prevention, suicide 
prevention, anti-cyber-bullying 
and keeping Xavier safe through 
trainings on active shooters and 
emergency situations. 
The idea of  the campaign was 
for students to commit them-
selves to one of  these four issues 
in order to be engaged with of-
fices and programs that address 
Celebrating black history
Spencer and Anna Hogue were 
an average American couple. They 
married young, had steady jobs 
and provided themselves the best 
life their talents could produce. 
Spencer and Anna established 
their lives in Alabama during the 
height of  the Jim Crow Era. Being 
African American, they under-
stood that providing a stable life 
for themselves would not come 
without its share of  hardships.
Spencer worked as a sharecrop-
per in his hometown of  Marion. 
Since his education was limited, 
he couldn’t obtain a high-paying 
job and had to use his skills the 
best way he knew how. 
Anna cleaned homes for white 
families around the town and of-
ten stayed in the house as a nanny 
for her boss’s children. This of-
ten left little time for her to be 
with her own children, but, like 
her husband, a limited education 
meant sparse job opportunities. 
This left her children partially hav-
ing to raise themselves.
As the Civil Rights Movement 
grew throughout the Deep South 
marginalization. 
The reason why this story is 
important is because Spencer and 
Anna were my grandparents and a 
part of  the story that is America.
Black History Month is more 
than just watching a Civil Rights 
documentary in history class or 
regurgitating facts you learned 
in elementary school. It is about 
recognizing the work African 
Americans have done to better 
this nation and ensure that equal-
ity is available to all people. 
My grandparents will prob-
ably never make it into the his-
tory books. Often times other 
pioneers won’t either, like Garret 
Morgan, the creator of  the traffic 
light, Willie Mae “Big Momma” 
Thornton, the original singer of  
the song “Hound Dog,” or Otis 
Boykin, the inventor for the con-
trol unit of  the pacemaker.  
We can use Black History 
Month to praise heroes, known 
and unknown, and also to reflect 
on the contributions African 
Americans as a collective com-
munity, in conjunction with all of  
America, have done to create a 
more perfect union. 
I’m thankful that these heroes 
let me stand on their shoulders, 
and I’m incredibly proud to carry 
on the Hogue legacy. Please re-
member this: their work wasn’t 
just for me — it was for all of  us. 
Take the time to review our 
during the 1960s, Spencer and 
Anna heeded the call to action.
Spencer marched with his 
eldest son across the Edmund 
Pettus Bridge in Selma and was 
imprisoned for two days after the 
event. 
Anna didn’t march in public 
rallies but often sat in the front 
of  the car when traveling to town 
with her white family and refused 
to sit in color-only sections when 
dining in restaurants. She often re-
marked, “I’m not afraid of  white 
people, my rights are the exact 
same as the family I take care of.” 
Spencer and Anna faced many 
dangers for living their lives in this 
brave fashion, but they under-
stood these actions were not just 
beneficial for them, but also for 
their children. 
As they grew older, they saw 
their children move across the 
country and start families of  their 
own. Their youngest son Harold 
didn’t have the opportunity to 
get a proper education grow-
ing up, but he ensured that his 
children would end this cycle of  
“We’re writing 
to help spread 
the word that 
Xavier has kicked 
off  a brand new 
peer education 
group whose 
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or regurgitating 




collective history and see where 
we’ve come as a nation. This 
should happen every month of  
the year, but since we’ve got your 
attention now, use this time wisely. 
It would mean the world to 
Spencer, Anna and all of  the other 
unsung heroes to know that their 
sacrifices didn’t go unnoticed.  
Jon Hogue is a junior Philosophy, 
Politics & the Public major from 
Aurora, Ill.








Faculty Profile: Rick Endres
By liz Slocum
Staff  Writer
Students, faculty and visitors 
often have the opportunity to at-
tend musical and theatrical per-
formances at Xavier. However, 
they may not know just who 
holds the chaos of  ticket sales 
and behind-the-scenes opera-
tions together to make these 
experiences possible. 
Since July 2014, this has been 
Richard Endres’ task. In addi-
tion to being the Director of  
Operations and Recruitment, 
a position he has held since 
October 2012, he is also the 
Box Office Manager for the 
Gallagher Student Center 
Theatre. 
“As Box Office Manager, I 
am in charge of  the Gallagher 
Box Office, supporting theater 
shows, Music Series concerts 
and Department of  Music 
events,” Endres said. “I also 
have to deal with financial 
transactions and deposits.” 
On top of  that, Endres must 
also manage the workers and vol-
unteers to keep operations run-
ning smoothly and sometimes as-
sists the ushers and ticket scanners 
prior to performances.  
Since taking the position of  
Box Office Manager, he has been 
able to successfully balance both 
of  his jobs. 
“I actually work between two 
offices — Edgecliff  Hall 105 and 
the Gallagher Box Office,” Endres 
said. “I’m able to fulfill my duties 
as both Director of  Operations 
and Recruitment and Box Office 
Manager from both locations. I’m 
usually in Edgecliff  during the 
early part of  the day and then the 
box office in the afternoon during 
hours of  operation.” 
As the Box Office Manager, 
Endres enjoys interacting with the-
ater patrons and providing them 
with an enjoyable experience. 
He also has a least favorite part 
of  his job:
“Probably crowd and line con-
trol prior to shows starting, which 
we are remedying with some new 
stanchions,” Endres said. “So far, 
it seems to be doing the trick.” 
His job requires him to attend 
all shows. As an avid fan of  the 
theater, he enjoys the opportunity 
this gives him to see at least one 
performance. 
“It’s one of  the perks of  my 
job,” Endres said. 
Photo courtesy of linkedin.com
A life-long patron of the theater, Endres finds himself right at home at Xavier. 
Endres is in charge of operations, recruitment and the Gallagher box office. 
By AlliSon WiSyAnSki
Staff  Writer
Harper Lee to release sequel to classic ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ 
By AiyAnA moorE
Staff  Writer
Tonja Carter, close 
friend and lawyer of  
Harper Lee, planned 
to spend her day work-
ing through legal docu-
ments for her client but 
found, instead, what she 
thought to be the original 
manuscript of  “To Kill a 
Mockingbird.”
This old manuscript, 
though it contained many 
recognizable names from 
“Mockingbird,” was some-
thing completely different.
Immediately, Carter called Lee 
to ask about the newfound book.
“Complete?” Lee said when 
asked if  the manuscript was fin-
ished. “I guess so. It was the par-
ent of  Mockingbird.” 
“Go Set a Watchman,” the title 
of  the recently discovered manu-
script, was the novel that Lee 
originally intended to to publish. 
When the publisher suggested 
that protagonist, Scout, be written 
as a child instead of  an adult, Lee 
responded with bestseller “To Kill 
a Mockingbird.” 
Since “Mockingbird’s” release 
in 1960, Lee has not published an-
other book. 
“I wrote one good book and 
that was enough,” Lee said in de-
fense of  her literary absence. 
According to Lee, she had 
thought that the “Go Set a 
Watchman” manuscript had been 
lost long ago.
With its release date set for July 
14, 2015, “Go Set a Watchman” 
has already reached No. 1 on 
Amazon presales. 
Though “Watchman” still fol-
lows the lives of  Scout and her 
father, Atticus, it tells a different 
story than “Mockingbird.”
“Returning home to Maycomb 
to visit her father, Jean Louise 
Finch — Scout — struggles with 
issues both personal and political, 
involving Atticus, society and the 
small Alabama town that shaped 
her,” Amazon.com said in its de-
scription of  the book. 
The 55-year-gap between 
books, however, does not come 
without controversy. Since Lee 
had previously been adamant 
about not publishing anything 
after “Mockingbird,” fans have 
expressed concern about Lee’s 
actual desire to have “Watchman” 
published.
Several fans have questioned 
whether the decision to publish 
“Watchman” was Lee’s own, or if  
it was forced on her by her pub-
lishers. Close friends of  Lee, who 
is now 88, say that she is lucid and 
that no one would proceed with 
“Watchman’s” release without her 
permission.
Due to Lee’s secluded nature 
and position in assisted living, she 
has been unavailable for inter-
views. According to Carter, how-
ever, Lee claims to be “alive and 
kicking” and extremely happy with 
the responses to “Watchman.”
Photo courtesy of broadwayworld.com
The recently-unveiled book cover for Lee’s sequel, “Go Set a Watchman,” 
was released following the annoucement that Lee would publish again.
Photo courtesy of whnt.com
Lee received the Pulitzer Prize and widespread acclaim for her only novel “Mockingbird.”
2015 Grammy Awards
This year, LL Cool J hosted the 
57th annual Grammy Awards, mu-
sic’s biggest night when artists are 
recognized and honored for their 
craft. While Sam Smith and Beck 
dominated the evening, plenty of  
others left with a Grammy award 
in their pockets. 
Smith had a huge night, putting 
Record of  the Year, Song of  the 
Year, Best New Artist and Best 
Pop Vocal Album under his belt.
Other artists who went home 
with a win that night were Miranda 
Lambert whose “Platinum” won 
for Best Country Album, Christina 
Aguilera and A Great Big World’s 
“Say Something” for Best Pop 
Duo/Group Performance and 
Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga’s 
“Cheek to Cheek” for Best 
Traditional Pop Vocal Album.
The most nominated individu-
als of  the night were, not shock-
ingly, Beyoncé, Pharrell Williams 
and Smith, who all had six nomi-
nations. Beyoncé, became the 
most nominated woman in the 
Grammy’s history, with 53 nomi-
nations total.  As for the nomi-
nations, each year the audience 
formulates its opinions about 
whether or not an artist belongs in 
a certain category. This year, the 
topic of  conversation was Iggy 
Azalea for her nomination in the 
Best Rap album category. 
Similar to the controversy 
last year when Macklemore and 
Ryan Lewis won the award over 
Kendrick Lamar and Kanye West 
in this category, it had potential 
to serve as a blow to the hip-hop 
genre’s credibility.
Viewers wondered whether or 
not the Grammy Awards ceremo-
ny would redeem itself  and, this 
year, Eminem won the award for 
Best Rap album over newcomer 
Iggy Azalea.
The Best New Artist category 
is also another that is always up 
in the air because viewers often 
wonder how some artists are con-
sidered “new” and what it really 
takes to be in the category. Some 
may wonder why the Grammy’s 
considered Iggy Azalea as new, 
even though she dropped her first 
mixtape in 2011, or that Bastille 
dropped their first EP during that 
same year.
The presentation of  Album of  
the Year to rock artist Beck also 
caused some controversy primar-
ily for West’s “interruption” and 
its surprise win over the over 
nominations.
The Recording Academy said 
on its website that a new artist is 
“defined for the Grammy process 
as any performing artist or estab-
lished performing group who re-
leased, during the eligibility year, 
the recording that first establishes 
the public identity of  that artist or 
established group as a performer.”
Regardless, the Grammy’s this 
year shed an equal amount of  light 
on both new and older artists. 






Emma Watson to portray Belle in live-action ‘Beauty and the Beast’ 
By ZenaB Saeed
Staff  Writer
Actress Emma Watson is con-
firmed to play Belle in Disney’s 
new live-action version of  the 
classic tale “Beauty and the Beast.” 
After wide speculation re-
garding the actress’ involvement 
in the highly-anticipated film, 
Watson posted a Facebook sta-
tus on Jan. 26 to announce her 
role in the film: “I’m finally able 
to tell you... that I will be playing 
Belle in Disney’s new live-action 
Beauty and the Beast! It was such 
a big part of  my growing up, it al-
most feels surreal that I’ll get to 
dance to ‘Be Our Guest’ and sing 
‘Something There.’ My six-year-
old self  is on the ceiling  — heart 
bursting. Time to start some sing-
ing lessons. I can’t wait for you to 
see it.” 
Disney later confirmed this 
news and added that the film is set 
to begin filming and production 
later this year. 
The film is based on Disney’s 
animated “Beauty and the Beast,” 
which was nominated for the 
1991 Best Picture Academy 
Award, and follows movies like 
“Maleficent,” “Into the Woods” 
and “Cinderella” in the recent 
trend of  live-action Disney films. 
Although a release date for the 
live-action “Beauty and the Beast” 
has not been announced, the film 
is being met with high anticipation 
due to Watson’s involvement. 
Watson, who is best known for 
playing Hermione Granger in the 
“Harry Potter” series, starred in 
“The Perks of  Being a Wallflower” 
in 2012, “The Bling Ring” in 2013 
and “Noah” in 2014, for which 
she received high praise. Fans of  
the actress are looking forward to 
seeing her as Belle, 
as evidenced by the 
level of  excitement 
surrounding the 
news. 
Although the rest 
of  the cast has not 
yet been announced, 
it is rumored that 
Ryan Gosling may 
star alongside 
Watson as the Beast.
In June 2014, it 
was revealed that 
the film is to be 
produced by David 
Hoberman and 
Todd Lieberman of  
Mandeville Films 
and directed by Bill 
Condon, an acclaimed and award-
winning American screenwriter 
and director who is best known for 
“Gods and Monsters,” “Chicago,” 
“Dreamgirls” and both parts of  
“The Twilight Saga: Breaking 
Dawn.” Writer, screenwriter and 
director Stephen Chbosky, who 
has already worked alongside 
Watson on “The Perks of  Being a 
Wallflower,” is rumored to be in-
volved in the film’s screenplay. 
‘Better Call Saul’ scores across the board
  Newswire Rating:
By Grant Vance
Staff  Writer
After five seasons of  metham-
phetamine-making greatness, the 
conclusion of  AMC’s “Breaking 
Bad” left a hole in the cable net-
work’s primetime line-up. 
Since its bitter-sweet conclu-
sion, fans have craved the styl-
ized antics of  a developing anti-
hero as frantically as a junkie of  
Heisenburg’s very own crystal 
blue. 
Walter White’s story may be 
concluded, but the world of  
“Breaking Bad” still has some 
juice left to squeeze through the 
likes of  everyone’s favorite come-
dically maniacal defense attorney, 
Saul Goodman.
Though its relations to 
“Breaking Bad” are welcome, this 
is very much Saul Goodman’s 
show. Bob Odenkirk is a master 
at playing the character. It’s great 
to see his eccentric ethos get the 
spotlight. 
The Goodman-oriented spin-
off, “Better Call Saul,” proves its 
worth seconds into the pilot’s cold 
open and doesn’t let up until the 
episode’s final shot. 
Created by Vince Gilligan 
(creator of  “Breaking Bad”) and 
Peter Gould (writer and execu-
tive producer of  “Breaking Bad), 
“Better Call Saul” chronicles 
the upbringing of  Albuquerque, 
N.M.’s notoriously slimy attorney, 
Saul Goodman, and all the misad-
ventures that lead him to his in-
evitable involvement with Walter 
White’s massive drug empire. 
In the pilot episode (titled 
“Uno”) viewers are re-introduced 
to Goodman as Jimmy McGill, an 
under-confident, theatrical, court-
appointed attorney trying to make 
ends meet. 
Unhappy with his low wages, 
McGill begins to seek alterna-
tive means of  finding work, thus 
planting the early seeds of  the 
character he creates for himself, 
Saul Goodman. 
“Better Call Saul” captures 
the heart and style of  “Breaking 
Bad” perfectly, while adding an 
additional layer of  enhanced dark 
comedy to set itself  apart from its 
predecessor. 
Not only is it very similar by 
providing a complex character 
study, but “Better Call Saul”  also 
leaves a forensic trail back to its 
conclusion in numerous ways, in-
cluding a unique cinematic style, 
as well as plenty of  crowd-pleas-
ing cameos. 
“Uno” is a huge success and a 
great alleviator of  anyone doubt-
ing the necessity of  “Better Call 
Saul.” 
This isn’t a money-grabbing 
ride on the coattails of  “Breaking 
Bad’s” success, but rather a com-
plementary fan-fare distinct in its 
ability to use just the right amount 
of  its ingredients. 
 “Better Call Saul” airs at 10 
p.m. on Mondays on AMC. 
Photo courtesy of geekynews.com
Saul Goodman, the sleazy lawyer who made a short appearance in the “Breaking Bad” series, stars as part of his own spin-off series that premiered to record ratings and critical acclaim overall.
The weaver’s guild of Cincinnati 
By JeSSica GriGGS
Guest Writer
In 1948, the Weavers Guild of  
Greater Cincinnati (WGGC) was 
founded in an effort to encourage 
interest in hand weaving. 
The WGGC is currently show-
ing an exhibit in the house called 
Madame President. The exhibi-
tion features a number of  fiber 
creations from 17 of  the guild’s 
presidents, past and present.
Since its beginning, the WGGC 
has grown to include programs 
and education about a variety of  
different fiber processes and tech-
niques such as felting, spinning, 
knitting and dyeing. 
The guild promotes education 
and proficiency in the fiber arts by 
offering learning experiences like 
lectures, workshops and exhibi-
tions. The guild also has its own 
house on Gray Road in Winton 
Place. “It’s like our own little club 
house,” President Ginny Bolte 
said.
An assortment of  different 
types of  fiber art works are dis-
played in the “Madame President” 
exhibition including tapestry, 
weaves and quilts. 
In addition to the gallery in 
which the exhibits are presented, 
the guild’s house contains a library 
that is comprised of  different 
books and periodicals about all 
weaving types and other fiber arts 
that is available to all of  the guild’s 
members. 
A room dedicated solely to 
dyeing fabrics and rooms filled 
with various looms and spinning 
wheels can also be found on the 
second level of  the guild’s house.
In accordance with the guild’s 
original founding purpose, mem-
bers of  the guild seek to provide 
education about the fiber arts by 
demonstrating weaving and spin-
ning at Sharon Woods Village, the 
Cincinnati Museum Center and 
Cincinnati Nature Center, and to 
local school children. Members 
of  the guild vary from beginner 
to professional with some of  the 
members competing in art shows 
on the national level. 
The WGCC offers an insight 
into the interesting and creative 
world of  fiber arts. Through an 
emphasis on educating the public, 
the weavers guild strives to main-
tain interest in the fiber arts in the 
Cincinnati area. To learn more 
about the center or to schedule a 
tour, visit weaversguildcincinnati.
org.
Photo courtesy of citybeat.com
Sample fabric from the local guild
Photo courtesy of moviepilot.com
Watson has received widespread attention for her role in the “Harry Potter” series and more.
The ‘Breaking Bad’ spin-off series combines excellent characters with a unique cinematic style
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